Landscape Art Resea
Research Queenstown 2006-2015

Two buildings and their contents bookend my introduction to
The Last LARQ catalogue. Both are located in the western
mountains of Tasmania. A traditional mountain hut (a proto
‘Walden Pond’ cabin) located at Lake St Clair and the historic
Penghana in Queenstown (characterised poetically as the
‘Jewelled House of Art and Nature’ for reasons expressed
towards the end of this introduction) are two buildings that
could be described as architecture in the service of shelter.
They also represent architecture transforming the real into
the ideal. They are solid, as bookends should be, but also
something all encompassing or enfolding as ideas should be.
Architecture as idea is expressed in the transcendent
function of the church or temple. In this respect I’m thinking
of a solo cycle journey I made around France in the late
20th century. On one particular long, hot day I rode through
the summer landscape of northern France. It was rolling,
undulating terrain and over hours in the saddle my thoughts
were ‘at sea’. I was in type of disconnect. I finally found rest
in the city of Beauvais and, in particular, in its medieval
built cathedral. Sitting within its soaring, cool interior my
epiphany came in a rush of understanding that what I was
experiencing within the enclosing stone and glass was an
abstraction of the nature and indeed compression of the
world that I had been through ‘out on the road’ over several
weeks.
Scholar Ingo Farin gave a presentation in the Queenstown
library recently on the philosopher Martin Heidegger with a
focus on his essay Building, Dwelling, Thinking. Ingo partly
described Heidegger’s argument thus: ‘Heidegger proceeds
to argue that the manner in which we dwell is the manner
in which we are, we exist, on the face of the earth – an
extension of our identity, of who we are.’

TWO BUILDINGS
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Raymond taken by Helena

Penghana under construction, 1898

Windy Ridge hut, Lake St Clair

My intervention into the Western Tasmania community
and landscape, which I called LARQ or Landscape Art
Research Queenstown is certainly an extension of my
identity and it is inspired by my journey between the ‘Walden
hut’ and the ‘Jewelled House’. Almost 50 years of experience
as an artist/teacher are focused onto that imaginative plane
between my encounters with these structures. I sought
shelter in the mountain hut in my teenage years and I look
up to the Penghana embedded skyline daily.
The Lake St Clair hut figures in my story because it
became a shelter after a number of weeks walking the
central mountains of the Cradle Mountain/Lake St Clair
Park. In my memory I’d been allowed access to an off-duty
Ranger’s ‘home’. I noted the cross-country skis attached to
the wall, the nature photographs framed around the room,
the books, the small darkroom in the laundry. I felt an
ambience built around both creative and active participation
in nature and knew that I had accessed a privileged and
purposeful world. An environment for me to aspire to.
In 2006 I established LARQ, with my partner Helena
Demczuk, as a non-profit studio/gallery with a ‘shelf life’ of
a decade. We inherited an old school building in the centre
of town. It’s incarnation prior to our occupation and
development was Annette van Betlehem’s Hunter Street
Studio. Annette established this artistic precedent through
1998 -2003.
My main intent with LARQ was to develop a ‘wilderness’
art space with an imbedded residency program. It would be
a ‘nest’ for incubation of my own art practice and that of
others in response to the natural and heritage values
inherent in the region. In its relatively short life LARQ hosted
30 visiting international and Australian artists, staged 53
exhibitions, managed 18 art workshops and welcomed
many locals and visitors through its doors.
LARQ was a non-profit community development business
fostering connections, heritage values, sense of place and
artistic interventions in the contested space of the west.
Wilderness branding slugs it out with the technological
forces of the mining, forestry and power industries and the
West is a hotspot in the constant debate between development and conservation forces in Tasmania. LARQ represented
both an exercise in wishful thinking and a determined bid
to give artists agency on the ‘Road to the Western Lands’
to paraphrase William Burroughs.

Why Queenstown? I have been asked this question many
times and I would suggest that there are a number of factors
including: 1) a visit to the remote town in 1967, 2) many
years of walking the mountains, 3) the Franklin campaign,
4) working as an artist in West Coast schools and towns and,
5) running UTAS School of Art field trips to the area
establishing a pattern of visitation.
I always felt free and unencumbered west of the
Arrowsmith gap! There are other symbolic connections!
In simple terms I’d say it was the link between the copper
mining town and my copper etching plates. In more
complicated ways I’d remember stories of Robert Carl Sticht,
Mt Lyell’s first General Manager, and his Faustian role in
churning the landscape into ruin. The fruits of this ‘dark
labour’ however spilled through the Edwardian interiors of
his Penghana mansion built up on a prominent hill within
the town coincidently as the surrounding rainforest was
being torn down. Sticht collected Durer engravings and
medieval manuscripts and they were displayed within the
confines of this little palace in the wilderness. Something
of the wonder and mystery of this collection still pervades
my sensibility and my attraction to Queenstown. Heather
Gaunt, the Melbourne academic coined the phrase ‘The
Jewelled House of Art and Nature’ to headline a paper she
was writing about Sticht and his remarkable dwelling. In
an email to me in 2014, Heather commented: ‘Re “The
Jewelled House of Art and Nature”, this was a title in
Sticht’s library, which I edited slightly to make more grammatical sense: Sir Hugh Plat (1552-1608) The Jewell House
of Art and Nature, 1594.’
Jill Davis, Jane Deeth, Deb Malor and Brett Martin have
contributed essays to this publication and in many ways
their writings express parallel thoughts and feelings to mine
about this place. They have been good friends of LARQ,
offering inspired and imaginative counsel on many
occasions. Lynda Warner through her graphic design has
patiently brought everything together in her catalogues,
posters and invitation production giving us a clarity and
consistent message over the decade.
Helena and I have invested all of our resources in LARQ,
both program and building as we enter our ‘third age’.
The search for a new context in which to live out our West
Coast lives goes on while ‘inhabiting/inbibing’ the gestalt
(an organised whole that is perceived as more than the
sum of its parts) world of artistic colleagues, intellectual
mentors, local citizens, historical ciphers and above all
memories of the many contributors to the LARQ story.
Raymond Arnold
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Helena taken by Raymond
Ra

Melvin Vaniman (1866 -1912) Queenstown, 1903, platinum photograph Collection: Archives Office of Tasmania (NS1711-1-2122)
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THE CIRCLE GAME

A panorama should, by its own inference, sweep across
the scene. Eyes panning but not panoptic. What is before
may be behind you; it is not within the field of your vision,
not even at its very periphery, where all things of interest
happen, where events occur in a flicker, rather than in the
slow unfolding of the directly encountered world. As entertainment since the 18th century, la nature à coup d’oeil
(‘nature at a glance’) moved before you, across the stage,
the arena, the field of action. Battles fought, Nelson died,
royalty processed before the people. Now they photographically record that which perpetually encircles us.

Melvin Vaniman circles Queenstown
Above Queenstown, Melvin Vaniman has set up his camera,
at the behest of the Mount Lyell Mining Company. Mr Vaniman
is an entrepreneur and more usually works within the bounds
of picturesque tourism. When he finishes his work, he prints
his chosen image, placing his stamp firmly, lower right:
Registered 1903/ Melvin Vaniman/ San Francisco.
Mr Vanimans’ comings and goings have tested a number
of researchers before this brief moment of my writing. And
it should not matter now. I am, after all, considering his
panorama of Queenstown at the suggestion of Raymond
Arnold, who understands my interests in photography, in
mining, in the not-so-naïve eye and the wonder of not
knowing. He has, in the past, indulged these small
obsessions, by allowing me to write of J.W. Beattie’s
Mount Lyell railway showing train on King River Bridge; to talk
to his students at Clarendon’s front gate where the track
between the Western and Eastern Tiers simultaneously
becomes a village street and a cross roads for Aboriginal
hunting parties; or the possibility of activating overheads
of Iron Blow; to contemplate in text where Marion Sticht
may be located (both placed and found). So now, as I look
at Melvin Vaniman’s panoramic photograph of Queenstown,
I wonder about 13 May, 1903.

The SS Mahinapua, plying the coastal trade for the Union
Steamship Company, is reported to have departed Hobart
for Strahan at ten minutes past midnight. Mr Vaniman is a
passenger in the saloon, this panelled in polished white
pine, trimmed with hickory and birds’-eye maple, with
painted gold and white ceilings, upholstery in crimson
Urtrecht velvet (for the ladies) and leather in the smoking
room (for the men). To travel from Hobart to Queenstown
he performs an arc, tracking the coastline panoramically.
Vaniman is marking time; he is waiting for a balloon to
arrive from the United States. From the balloon, tethered
above Sydney’s North Shore, he will photograph that city
for ‘promotional purposes’. Queenstown is a lucrative, if
atypical, intervention in his touristic world. I am also marking
time – but in the manner of a calendar, of a rhyme, of a
memory of a ritual.

Monday’s child...
Vaniman departed Hobart on a Wednesday. Given the
regularity of the coastal shipping he would have arrived at
Strahan the following day, and proceeded to Queenstown.
I look again at the panorama, ignoring its edges (its beginning,
its end) to delve into the settlement. How long did it take
the photographer to aspire, like Petrarch at Ventoux, to the
view; and to set up his equipment above the town? I find
no shipping list to confirm his departure. Was he a guest of
the American mine manager and his wife, talking of the
country they had all left (but never abandoned) to capitalise
on their expertise in the Southern Hemisphere?
Raw houses and tiny cottages lie at the bottom of the
valley, beneath Mount Owen, beneath the raw hillock that
elevates Penghana above the rough streets. Behind these
dwellings washing hangs dankly white on lines, in air
discoloured by photography as much as the pervasive output
of the smelter chimneys. The stillness of the atmosphere is
emphasised by emissions from the smoke stack, rising
directly until it hits a light breeze above the mountains and is
disseminated over the inhabitations, the once-were-forests,
each animal and human being.

I put these digressions together with the domestic habits
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Monday was
washing day. On the lines in the Queenstown yards, the
washing hangs white. It is the first wash of the day. Later
there will come coloured clothes, even later the heavy work
clothes, the recycled washing water finally reaching a sludge
to rival that of the Queen River. Mondays’ child may be fair
of face, but the woman who had her whites on the line early
Monday morning was acknowledged as the most industrious
of housewives. In 1903, Queenstown’s domesticity was on
show. I propose that Vaniman photographed Queenstown
on Monday 18 May, 1903; that Beattie, too, photographed
the town on a still Monday. Unless, of course, the washing
had been on the line for days, in Tasmanian fashion, waiting
for a break in the weather.

Circuit / Cirkut / narrative’s end
To take many of his panoramas, Vaniman used a Cirkut
camera, constructed to take lengths of film up to 5.5m. Within
three years of Vaniman’s work across the Pacific and in
Tasmania ‘Cirkut Outfits’, consisting of a hand camera and
panorama adaptation, were available to the amateur.
These worked in a way that brings to my notice the narrative
construction of Vaniman’s images. The camera is focused
by first pointing to the extreme left of the subject (in the
Queenstown panorama, the smoke stacks of the smelter) and
a tab set on the scale on the tripod top. The camera is then
pointed to the extreme right of the subject (here to include
the bulk of Penghana, in the foreground), and the sliding
scale from the tab read to give the length of film required
and the number of degrees in the arc of the panorama. Once
activated through its pressure release, the camera captures
the image by rotating horizontally along its vertical axis.

In the foreground, trees cut across the panorama as if
the camera on its automated track passes them by of no
accord, flashes of bark-bound wood. I look for evidence of
the axe, a vital tool in the creation of the picturesque. There,
centre left, two stumps, one at least clearly levelled, but
more likely for firewood than for commercial or artistic
purposes. Elsewhere, trees lie broken, corpses caught in
the storm of noxious air that killed everything, eventually.
I think of an etching plate, transitioning through stages to
blackness. On the lower reaches of Mt Owen, the trees still
stand, tall, thin and white against the balding backdrop.
These trees, no more than faint threads against the mineral hulk, recall for me the words of Agatha Christie, visiting
Tasmania in 1922, observing that, ‘...here and there great
clumps of trees have been ringbarked and have died, and
then they are ghost trees, all white, with white waving
branches.’ Of course, Mrs Christie was referring to rather
more verdant parts of the island, but the innocent ghost
trees are here in Vaniman’s panorama, just as they are in
Beattie’s photographs of the mines, the smelters, the
remnants of deep forests and the huddling town, of what
Graham Hetherington has called ‘the sulphur-rotted hills’.
The circle that is the panorama that is LARQ is approaching
its point of closure. It has travelled from the site of smelter
and mine across the ridgelines and through the streets of
the town. It has ended in fascination of the great house,
the collection, the folly that is Penghana. At least, that is
what it seems, in Vaniman’s prescription of Queenstown.
But we know that the ‘Cirkut’ has been reset and will soon
commence travelling – slowly, thoughtfully and with great
care, creating in the refracting light a new ecology in the
place that is Queenstown.
Deb Malor
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Arnold Weidinger Autumn and the red girl, 1962, oil on board, 100 x 400cm Collection: Mountain Heights District High School Queenstown
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Like so many others before him, Arnold
Weidinger (b. Graz, Austria 1930) found
himself in Queenstown by happenstance.
At 16 years of age he started to learn the
trade of signwriting at the School of
Applied Art, Graz. Arnold plied his trade for
12 years before, at age 29, he decided to
travel the world. His initial plan was to spend
two years in Australia and visit other
countries on the way home.

Queenstown with its availability of jobs at
the Mt Lyell Mine was intended to be a stop
over. Arnold’s Austrian girlfriend Anna, later
joined him and they married and started a
family that eventually grew to five children.
Return travel plans were abandoned.
While originally working in the mines as
a signwriter, Arnold did further study to
became a draftsman and worked at Mt Lyell
for 31 years. After working all day at the
mine site Arnold would stay up making
paintings well into the night.

In 1962 Arnold was commissioned by
a teacher at the Queenstown Central
School (now closed) to make a suite of
works to ‘liven up’ the school environment.
Autumn was the first of four planned for
installation in the school. Sadly he didn’t
complete the other three panels.

LANDSCAPE AS DEPTH

The mined and engineered wild landscapes of the Tasmanian
West Coast, with their scars and their splendour, are deeply
emotional places. None more so than Queenstown. With
binocular vision we see both the destruction and the everpresent life force, and we are drawn like moths to the flame.
Powerful and contradictory places such as these, do not
unfold their riches easily. The ground must be walked. The
wet and remoteness endured. Slowed time needs to be
flooded by the imagination. Ghosts encountered. The initial
recoil of fear understood. Danger is a physical fact. And here
in Queenstown the danger is manifest. The underground
workings of the Mt Lyell copper mine have claimed three
lives in the past two years alone.
Landscapes have their own language. With each we
have to relearn how to hear and see and feel. And yet we
resist this stripping back. The mind erects defences and
illusory safety nets. We don armour. For me this consisted
of carrying books by fashionable French philosophers in
my back pocket and loading myself up with heavy-weight
conceptual frameworks for the envisioned work.
When this work was finally complete – and compared
to the extraordinary creativity emanating from Queenstown,
its scope was modest – what was conveyed was quite
different from that intended. It came to be about a literal
and figurative descent. Somehow I had fallen through the
usual landscape categories. It seems as much as we make
places, places make us.
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West Lyell open cut looking south
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The plunge into another, underneath world
There is a point for all habitual travellers to Queenstown
where the East ends and the West begins. Crossing the
central plateau, the demarcation line for me lies roughly
12 kilometres east of the Wombat Café at Derwent Bridge.
The marker is one of colour.
With a suddenness that is experienced viscerally, the
earth switches from the muted watercolour tones of the
Derwent Valley to one flooded with intense, saturated
pigments. I see the buckets poised in the sky and the magic
stuff pouring down, infusing everything. Here – and this is
part of the magic – colour deepens but does not fade out
with distance, playing havoc with our depth of field vision,
for objects that are quite far away appear startlingly near.
The pigment parallels in painting are the range of the vibrant,
luminous, and transparent oranges, magenta reds, and
violets of the quinacridones, the carbon based, organic
pigments, and the host of saturated vat pigments derived
from industrial processes. These, together with the vivid
green blues of the phthalocyanines, do not dull down. They
maintain their ‘colourfulness’.
And here on the Navarre Plains and down along the
slopes of Mt Arrowsmith, it is clear nature got there first
and set the bar. Even the quartzite quarried bitumen of the
Lyell Highway, uncoiling into the Nelson Valley and winding
across Lake Burbury, is tinted a delicate clear violet. Colour
is gloriously set free from objects, becoming itself form, a
phenomenon Richard Kenton Webb explores in his recent
writing about his LARQ residency. The deep golds, burnished
oranges, and smoky purple earths he used in his paintings,
local pigments extracted on site with the assistance of an
inventive miner, are an extraordinary testimony to the power
of colour.

Emotional truth
How does being in such an environment expand our
consciousness? The historical moment we are in sets us
between two worlds: stretching back into the 19th century,
the heroic industrial era; before us, the digital scientific age.
The landscapes of Western Tasmania are punctuated by
concrete and steel monoliths bequeathed by the former.
Those that functionally survive the ruptures of the 21st
century will need to be transformed – a process already
underway. What will then become of our heritage of direct
hands-on remaking of the world, this intimate immersion
in the raw materials of the earth? And how do we record
this passing?
A working mine is filled with human incident. Machines
are named after pop stars. Teabags are strung from overhead
rock. There is heat and dust and mess and screens of
statistics clicking away. All the while a mountain is being
devoured. The symbol imagery of the huge machinery and
the work spaces designed specifically for their use, lit like
small cathedrals beneath Mt Lyell, seemed in my mind to
catch the feeling tone of this moment.
How can we be more aware of how much the world
about us is changing, and in what precise ways? Might one
way of discovering this be focussed study of the everyday
aspects of the world, its ecologies, its patterns? A special
part of this being the act of drawing, recording, bearing
witness. Noting the strangeness of subterranean or stellar
worlds just as assiduously as we examine the restoration
of toxic rivers or map the carbon cycle or trace the Earth’s
topographies. Within Australia, John Wolseley and Raymond
are two major artists mining this rich way of working today,
crossing mediums and hybridising compositional space,
both translating, with devotion and exactitude exceptional
man-made and natural landscapes into new artistic forms.
Art becoming both expressive form and a path to knowledge.

Then comes the descent into Queenstown. It is as though
the skin of the earth has been peeled back like an onion.
The skeletal structure of the valley is laid bare as the road
descends steeply through glaciated and machine hewn
rock formations. Rocks thrust up like obelisks, held back
from the road by steel netting, acid pitted, fractured, their
colours intensified, whatever the weather, by an endless
flow of rainwater. Water seeping through black velvet
moss, dispersing as an iridescent sheen across a cubist
escarpment, gushing and sliding like a white scarf down
Mt Owen, becoming, beneath our feet, a perilous slipperiness, a tap you can’t turn off.
And finally, the descent down into the labyrinth of the
mine itself. Above and below ground the story this reveals
is of a world formed according to human vision, human
ingenuity and human desire, all on a colossal scale. A series
of mountain ridges have been forcibly reshaped, mounds
of discarded earth and rock, re-hilled. Layered colour ribs
the slopes like those specimen jars of coloured sand we
had as children, but here mega-sized.
Deep underground the working operations are approached
through several kilometres of descending tunnels. These
are pitch black, shattered periodically by the strobe like flash
and roar of ore trucks driven with batlike skill. Suddenly
you find yourself in a place where all the coordinates which
normally position us in space – defined edges, depth of
colour, estimates of distance, direction – disappear. Even
the lit spaces of stoops and work areas dissolve at the edges
into incoherence.
And far from the light, the blackness that everywhere
drains out of the river systems of the West Coast into the
Great Southern Ocean seems to have its metaphorical
source here in the dark. Black becomes a protean
substance, a colour in its own right.
It becomes clear that this is a place without weather or
words. A place of dense impenetrable matter. The edge of
the abyss. Here you enter deep geological time. Inhuman
time. It is as though this very human endeavour laden
with trucks and machinery has butted up against some
hard truth, some perceptible and felt limit to the human
world, something so irrefutably other it is inexpressible. A
proposition you do not have to be familiar with Wittgenstein’s
writings on the limits of language to understand.
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Jill Davis Green doo
doors, 2014, charcoal and pastel, 124 x 104cm

And what might such approaches require generally of
artists, performers, musicians and writers? It seems to me
that following such a path redirects us away from the
narcissistic imperatives of the self, particularly as these
are defined by today’s consumer society. We are brought
face to face with a world which no longer mirrors us, but
can now be discerned as separate, as ‘other’. In my own
painting journal I found myself writing about the ‘fiction of
the human self’, crossing the phrase out, then re-inserting
it. I wrote about history stealing all the oxygen and reducing
the self to a cipher. But then it was only when I surrendered
to being a cipher that the work I was doing came to life.
And as time passed the landscape became under-scape
and subjectivity diminished to a small point of reflection.
The reality became the unfathomable mystery of specific
colours, shapes, and textures arranged in space, in a new
place that was barely knowable.
And could this be the mysterious magnetic lure of this
particular West Coast landscape – and of Queenstown itself?
Defying easy comprehension, it brings us to the limit of our
own understanding. It presents us with a world we palpably
cannot master. It takes us into a different sense of space
and time. It invites study. Last but not least it makes us
feel small and to be small is to be vulnerable – the place
all art making beginws.
Jill Davis

THE LARQ EFFECT

Raymond Arnold moved to Queenstown with his partner
Helena Demczuk in 2006. This was no out-of-the-blue
decision. Raymond first visited Queenstown in the 1960s,
returning again to participate in the blockade against the
damming of the Franklin River. Subsequently Raymond’s
passion for cycling and bushwalking had him visiting the
west regularly to explore, paint and make studies of the
landscape in preparation for a profusion of paintings,
screen prints and large-scale etchings that embodied his
zeal for this stunning, difficult and profound environment.
In addition, in the late 1980s and 1990s his interest in this
challenging place was augmented with artist-in-residencies
in the mining towns of Savage River and Rosebery.
I remember an exhibition Raymond curated at Cockatoo
Gallery in Launceston after one of these residencies. Each
and every day, in the archetypal beret with transportable
paint box and easel, Raymond had enacted the artist,
traversing the region, finding a location, painting it, and
tidying up by scraping the remnants of his palette onto the
edges of the work. This half-daily ritual generated dozens
of vibrant pictures that cut across the complexities of this
conflicted natural / cultural environment. The other half of
the day was spent conducting printmaking workshops with
people from the community. The exhibition that resulted
was very simple – at one end of the gallery was a grid of the
vibrant paintings, and at the other, in identical dimensions,
was a wall of black and white prints made by workshop
participants. The sense of equity and conversation across
the room was palpable, and taught me about the power
and potential of installation to make meaning beyond the
material art objects.
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Helena Demczuk, Christl Berg and Ilona Schneider at Crotty smelter site
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It was into this relationship that Raymond brought
his students from the School of Art in Hobart on annual
pilgrimages to walk and consider the connections between
nature and culture, life and art. It was also as a consequence
of this relationship that, on leaving the art school, Raymond
established LARQ as a not-for-profit ‘wilderness’ art space
with an imbedded residency program intended to feed his
own and others’ art practice in response to the natural and
heritage values inherent in the region. This was not a retreat
into retirement after years of art making and university
lecturing in the capital city. Instead Raymond and Helena
brought their vision, energy and reputation to Queenstown
and created an enterprise that has changed the way
Queenstown and the West is perceived both internally and
externally.
Through Raymond’s extensive local and global network
gleaned over a lifetime living and working in Australia,
France and the Scottish Highlands amongst other places,
artists came from around the planet to live in, learn from,
and make artwork in response to this special environment.
The results of these excursions were often exhibited in the
gallery. With some support from Arts Tasmania and funding
sources connected to the town, and generous hosting from
Raymond and Helena, a rich program of workshops,
exhibitions, forums and conversations was guaranteed for
six months each year. The program not only provided a
space for artists to make and show their work but it also
recalibrated Queenstown as a vibrant and thoughtful
community willing to engage the complexities of its past,
present and future. Where once, not that long ago,
Queenstown was merely an old bleak mining anachronism,
today Tourism Tasmania’s website describes the town as
‘a resilient community where industry meets art, as painters,
film-lovers and entrepreneurs find reasons to call it home.’
I contend that Raymond and LARQ have been instrumental
in this realignment.

Raymond’s reputation for high quality and rigorous
practice attracted artists from far and wide, keen to come
and share their time and experience. While there may be a
romantic edge to the concept of landscape, LARQ
embraced the capacity of art to inform and question, and
as a consequence the full gamut of artistic expression has
been generated, presented and discussed though the LARQ
project. In an environment that could be considered an
artistic frontier, LARQ linked regional western Tasmania with
the rest of the world. One visiting artist described the LARQ
enterprise as ‘base camp’.
Artists came to LARQ for a variety of reasons. Julian
Cooper, from Cumbria in the UK and LARQ’s 2011 artist-inresidence, was entranced by the formal qualities and
sublime power of the naked terrain, particularly the reds of
the open cut mine, often transformed by the prevailing wet
conditions into vibrant pinks, mauves, yellows and reds.
Ruth Johnstone from Melbourne mined the collection of
the infamous mining manager, Robert Sticht that consisted
of over 2,000 items including Dürer woodcuts and is now
in the collection of the National Gallery of Victoria. German
artist Elizabeth Weckes gathered objects and photographs
from Lake Margaret power station and the hills around
Queenstown, combining still life, expressionism and
landscape painting into a tapestry of memory and
experience for her exhibition, Time Machine. Judith Abell
reinvented the aesthetic using redundant objects and
materials found in and around the mining operations,
forging an elegant critique of 19th and early 20th century
industrialism for her exhibition A Search for Material
Transformation.
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LASSEN & MELISSA SMITH TASMANIA
RUTH LAS

CHRISTL BERG TASMANIA

TIM ADAMS TASMANIA

SUE JANE TAYLOR SCOTLAND

IVAN STRINGER TASMANIA

LEONIE OAKES TASMANIA

RICHARD KENTON WEBB ENGLAND

BILL RITCHIE CANADA

GRAEME HETHERINGTON TASMANIA

ASTRID DE LA FOREST FRANCE

MARTIN KING VICTORIA

JONY EASTERBY WALES
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RORY WRAY McCANN TASMANIA

ELIZABETH WECKES GERMANY

NADIA MURPHY TASMANIA

IAN W
ES
WESTACOTT
SCOTLAND / AUSTRALIA

MICHAEL SCHLITZ TASMANIA

HEATHER & IVAN MORISON WALES

BOB McMAHON TASMANIA

LINDSAY SEERS ENGLAND

JILL DAVIS TASMANIA

PRAWAT LAUCHAROEN USA

LISA GARLAND TASMANIA

TIM CHATWIN NORTHERN TERRITORY

JULIAN COOPER ENGLAND

JANE DEETH TASMANIA
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LARQ has also made a considerable contribution to Ten
Days on the Island, Tasmania’s arts festival. For 2007 LARQ
hosted Bill Ritchie’s New [Found] Land, and in 2009 Sue
Jane Taylor worked with local mining companies to develop
her ideas about labour, industry and their respective place
within the natural world, creating portraits of both mineworkers and machinery. Both of these exhibitions were
displayed at the West Coast Heritage Centre at Zeehan.
In 2013 Raymond and Prawat Laucharoen collaborated
with Temporary Residency 4. And for 2015, UK artist and
academic Richard Kenton Webb worked with retired local
metallurgist Rory Wray McCann to extract and refine
pigment from western Tasmanian sulphides to create a
rich palette of subtle, earthy and vibrant yellow used in a
series of metaphysical paintings, Landscape as a discourse.
In my role as visual arts coordinator for the festival it has
been a privilege to witness the power of the ‘LARQ Effect’.
While the decade of the LARQ project is coming to an
end, the passing of time has worked its way into the very
being of its hosts so that thoughts of moving on, which
were once the plan, have dissolved. Instead Queenstown
has become home to Raymond and Helena and to their
family of wily whippets. And built fabric of the home itself
is testament to this commitment. Melbourne architect,
Keith Streames’ refined extensions to the original humble
building that started this enterprise, is now too complete
to leave. What was originally planned as a 10-year project
has morphed into an icon of Queenstown’s future.
Jane Deeth

ALL THINGS MUST PASS: A REMINISCENCE

…events are the ephemera of history; they pass across its
stage like fireflies, hardly glimpsed before they settle back
into darkness and as often as not into oblivion.1
Fernand Braudel
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Raymond taken by Helena
H

God’s Waiting Room
I first met Raymond back in 2006, in my office on the 4th
floor of the State Library building in Murray Street – God’s
Waiting Room, as it became known during my tenure.
Raymond had just set up LARQ and contacted me because
he’d heard of my interest in Robert Sticht and the Mt Lyell
Mine Manager’s Office. He’d probably also heard that I’d
recently sabotaged the State Library of Tasmania’s (SLT)
plan to strangle the Queenstown Library, simultaneously
destroying my reputation at SLT and establishing it in
Queenstown.
Involved on the periphery of visual arts for 30 years,
I’d heard of Raymond Arnold long before I came home to
Tasmania in 2003. Not long after that catharsis, I saw
Searching for immortality in the mountains: Mount Ventoux /
After Petrarch. I was fascinated by this profound work, in
awe of its physical and philosophical scale and flattered
that its creator had sought me out.
Raymond arrived exactly on time, dressed in what I
soon learned is classic Arnold, focused on his mission.
The meeting was brief and effective, if a little disconcerting for a meanderer like myself. But at its end we knew
where we stood. It was the start of a long friendship, based
initially on a shared cause but in the longer term on an
unstated appreciation of the question Braudel infers: ‘100
years from now, who will be remembered?’
Today the mind is not part of the weather 2
I live in Swansea and have made the LARQ traverse many
times, weaving along 42 degrees of latitude: Lake Leake –
Tunbridge – Interlaken – The Steppes – Miena – Bronte –
Derwent Bridge and down through the otherworld to
Queenstown. I drive into the weather. Swansea and
Queenstown are on almost exactly the same latitude but our
weather is a shadow of the west’s: by the time it reaches
us it is drained of rain and drama. One reads its past as
much as its future. There is consequently less urgency in
this idyllic seascape. It is a deceptively easeful place.
today the air is clear of everything 3

The passage of weather and time hangs heavy over
Queenstown. It’s dense history is soaked in tragedy and
bathos. And pothos, the longing for what is absent or
unknown. After the god Pothos – son of the west wind.
Absent or unknown – the two faces of pothos are sometimes personified as Odysseus and Alexander – the former
longing for home, the latter yearning for the horizon. Robert
and Marion can also be recognised in those two faces,
Robert driven by science and acquisition, Marion yearning
for the life she left behind.
Lyell demands of its people something more than simply
being and it attracts many whom it subsequently forgets.
A mining town is the embodiment of pothos. It exists solely
for the search and therefore struggles to be home to anyone,
no matter how hard its people, especially its women, may
try. The Stichts imposed themselves and their progressive,
humanist values on the town for a quarter of a century but
were quickly forgotten.
LARQ’s decade of intense activity, on the other hand, has
not only survived the landscape, it has transcended it – but
not by imposing itself. Raymond and Helena have become
part of the human fabric of the town and its living history,
part of its warp and weft, in a way the Stichts never quite
managed. The house on the hill was, after all, on the hill.
LARQ is in the town. It has transformed the way Queenstown
sees itself, as well as how others see it. It has transformed
the daily life of its people and the experience of a host of
random visitors from around the globe. It has sown a new,
post-mine vision of Queenstown far beyond these shores.
It has created a new chapter in Lyell’s history. It is a home,
a place you could long for.
And the wind rolls eastward, like the sea.

Serendipity
I’m told I broke the world record for using the word
‘serendipity’ in a radio interview with Chris Wisbey, just before
the launch of Marion. Serendipity has played a seemingly
significant role in my writing and in my relationship with
LARQ, yet the experience has led me to finally understand
that serendipity is simply the ability to generate productive
analogies from different areas of interest. The deeper the
interest the more profound the analogy and the more
productive and apparently remarkable the serendipity.
LARQ has functioned for a decade as a sort of cosmic
serendipity generator, the cross-hatching of the lives of all
of us who have been touched by it is as complex as the
etching on Raymond’s plates. And there is a beauty in that
sharing that defies analogy.

Tale of a dog
Like Raymond and Helena, Robert and Marion had dogs.
There is a photograph of Lyell and Hero coming up the
stairs from the street in front of Penghana, an early, blasted
landscape behind. Big, lumbering American dogs with sad
eyes, nothing like the skittishly elegant whippets of LARQ,
who dispose themselves around the house and studio as if
waiting for Lucien Freud to appear.
In 2013 Raymond was bringing Richard Webb over to
Swansea, to tilt the daguerrotype that is Tasmania from
positive to negative. They were close to Burnie and
breakfast when his phone kicked in and a message from
Helena told him that Jack had broken a leg. There was
nothing for it but to return to Queenstown, swap Richard
for Jack and set off back to Burnie and the vet.
The vet presented the stark choice of euthanasia or
complex surgery by a specialist in Hobart. Late that night,
when it was over, we had an e-mail conversation that has
resonated with me ever since. Its significance is not
obvious – thoughts passing in the night like unlit ships,
but there was both truth and prescience in it. Raymond
was holed up in a hotel, looking out at Mt Nelson and his
past through tired eyes. Caught between the past and future
in the amber of a hotel room’s light. We talked about dogs
and vets and philosophy, and whether the great question
is how should we live or how should we die?

Death is nothing more or less than absence.
I watched from a distance as Raymond and Helena
shepherded his parents through their last years. It was an
act of deep love and responsibility. My own dear father died
suddenly in this time and one of the dearest friends I ever
had – a man of similar intensity to Raymond – died a long
death, far away. He was a generation older and took me
under his wing when I was a young man at my lowest ebb.
Our relationship suffered at the end, from distance and
disease. While he died I shored up the walls of my denial –
it was impossible that Zorba could be absent from the world.
‘Think well of me’, he said, holding my hand as I took my
leave for Hobart. His last words to me. For years I thought
them inadequate, short change from one for whom words
were such easy weapons. I thought they were a sign of
weakness. But now I understand.

it has no knowledge except of nothingness 4
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Marlborough Road
I almost died in a ditch for LARQ. In 2012, on my LARQ
Traverse to the Finding Marion workshop, I skidded into a
snow-filled ditch on the Marlborough Road, in the middle
of a blizzard. I had a sleeping bag, a bottle of single malt,
Wallace Stevens and enough petrol to run the heater
occasionally, so felt confident I’d survive or at least die well.
The next day, after the truck was extracted and I changed
a wheel with frozen hands, I skittered like a frightened foal
back down the snow-choked road to Bothwell and rang
Raymond. To the east was home and comfort, to the west
another front rolling in and a long drive into the dark, with
no spare. Raymond said the Lyell was still open.
Crawling down Arrowsmith in the dark, in low range,
steering off the reflectors into horizontal snow, I wondered
whether I’d been a tad foolhardy. But as promised by
Raymond, the snow turned to rain at the bottom of the pass
and I barrelled into Queenstown on a wave of adolescent
invincibility. I arrived at Penghana as the workshop dinner
was starting, changed into a suit and opened a bottle of
sparkling, nicely chilled in the snow still piled in the ute’s
tray. I had Marion on my shoulder.

Long table dinner
Victor Brombert believes that the function of art is to ‘allow
us to negate our nothingness’.5 This seems true to me, as
long as it is understood that the words us and our are as
important as art and nothingness. It is in the sharing of our
experience of art – as practitioners and/or audience – that
we achieve negation, however temporarily.
LARQ is a decade-long performance, built on sharing
experience. It is fuelled by unlikely juxtapositions of art,
wine, weather and circumstance, surrounded by whoever’s
work happens to be on the wall and peopled by whoever
happens to be passing. It is a liberating and casual illusion,
each episode a two-handed masterpiece.
The Long Table Dinner at the 2012 Festival was the only
time I sensed a strain: Raymond on flu-wracked autopilot,
ferrying chairs up the road in the sleety rain, sliding into
pneumonia; Helena doggedly calm and folded inwards, her
inner eye on the finish line.
There were 15 or more of us at dinner. Graeme
Hetherington, Tasmania’s poet laureate, all erudite
understatement and closet romanticism, was on my left.
Julian Cooper, the Englishman mining Lyell for his
apocalyptic vision of fracture and collapse, was opposite.
And between us Bob McMahon, in all his ratbag glory –
irresistible one minute, barking mad the next; not long for
this world. Julian seemed drawn to him. Their shared
fascination with the sensual nature of rock was palpable.
I danced between the ridiculous and the sublime but,
exhausted by my own adrenaline-fuelled 48 hours, I could
not shake off a strange tension in the room.
I couldn’t sleep and had a text from Tim and Glen at
half-past one. I ended the night back at The Bank with
them, polishing off a bottle of Talisker and laughing at our
own jokes deep into the morning, as if we were still young
and unafraid. Tim still was, I suppose.
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Helena and Raymon
Raymond at Horsetail Falls, taken by Brett

Astrid
Astrid de la Forest came from Fontainebleau to Lyell.
A woman as charming as her name. I have two memories
that are cinematic: a walk across the rocky belly of Mt Owen,
with Raymond, Helena, Tim and Astrid. We were searching
for the old packhorse track in to Iron Blow from Strahan. A
sky-blue, cracker of a day and a surreal dejuener at the top
of Horseshoe Falls, underscored by a shared appreciation
of our happy folly.
The second memory is an afternoon at Cressy Beach, near
Swansea: Raymond and Helena painting on the headland;
Astrid under her perfect parasol on the beach, sketching
with her watercolours; another perfect lunch, a dip in the
impossibly blue sea – moments not so much frozen in
time as timeless, like Hulot’s holiday.
I turned my inward eye upon myself 6
There are two absences irresistibly inferred in the Mount
Ventoux suite: blank sheets at the beginning and the end.
The day before I was; the day after I was.
In the search for immortality, the play’s the thing.
Brett Martin
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Raymond Arnold Sear
Searching for immortality in the mountains – Mont Ventoux / After Petrarch, 2000-01, (sheet No 1) multi-panel etching (13), 120 x 80cm

2006
2015
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STEVE LOVETT New Zealand – Printmaker
SARA MAHER Hobart Tasmania – Painter/Printmaker
LILA MALEISEA Scamander Tasmania – Performance Artist
DEB MALOR Launceston Tasmania – Writer
WAYN MALM Australia/France – Sound Artist/Painter
CAROL MANEY Strahan Tasmania – Photographer
BRETT MARTIN Swansea Tasmania – Writer
PHIL MASON Hobart Tasmania – Jeweller

DONNA LOUGHER Hobart Tasmania – Painter
STEPHEN LOO Launceston Tasmania – Architect
GEOFF LEVITUS New South Wales – Painter/Sculptor/Installation Artist
GREG LEONG Launceston Tasmania – Artist/Manager
HANS LENZLINGER Switzerland – Installation Artist
CELIA LENDIS UK – Gallery Director
GEOFF LEA Hobart Tasmania – Photographer
PRAWAT LAUCHAROEN New York USA – Sculptor/Printmaker
ANDREA LARKIN Sydney – Printmaker
MARTIN KING Victoria – Printmaker

ANNE KIRKER Queensland – Curator

SLAVIC KWI Wales UK – Sound Artist

LINDEN LANGDON Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker
RICHARD KENTON WEBB Bristol UK – Painter/Printmaker
NIC HAYGARTH Perth Tasmania – Writer
NIC GOODWOLF Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker
JANE GIBLIN Hobart Tasmania – Painter/Drawer
ROGER FAY Launceston Tasmania – Architect
DANIELLE FAIRFIELD Queenstown Tasmania – Drawer
BARBARA BOYLE Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker
ANTONIA AITKIN Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

MARIE LOUISE ANDERSON Victoria – Photographer/Ceramicist

ALAN YOUNG Hobart Tasmania – Painter

ELEANOR AUSTIN Sisters Beach Tasmania – Painter/Printer

CHRIS BELL Hobart Tasmania – Photographer

CHRISTL BERG Hobart Tasmania – Drawer/Photographer

DICK BETT AM (1947-2011) Tasmania – Gallery Director

FRIEDA BEUKENKAMP Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker/Textile Artist

LORRAINE BIGGS Falmouth Tasmania – Painter

PETER BOOTH Launceston Tasmania – Architect

MAXINE BROWN Queenstown Tasmania – Painter

JENNY BURNETT Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

ROSS BYERS Launceston Tasmania – Drawer

NEIL CAMERON Hobart Tasmania – Actor

DENISE CAMPBELL Launceston Tasmania – Printmaker

ANGELA CASEY Launceston Tasmania – Painter/Photographer

TIM CHATWIN Northern Territory – Painter

CATH CHICK Margate Tasmania – Taxidermist/Sculptor

ELLIE CHIDLOW Zeehan Tasmania – Painter

LOU CONBOY Hobart Tasmania – Photographer

JULIAN COOPER Cumbria UK – Painter

PATSY CRAWFORD Deloraine Tasmania – Writer

JILL DAVIS Hobart Tasmania – Painter/Writer

ELIZABETH DAY New South Wales/Tasmania – Installation Artist

ASTRID DE LA FOREST France – Printmaker

CHANTALE DELRUE Hobart Tasmania – Ceramist/Painter

SIMON DE LITTLE Hobart Tasmania – Filmmaker

BILL DEAN Queenstown Tasmania – Painter

JANE DEETH Launceston Tasmania – Writer/Curator

YANNICK DEMMERLE France/Tasmania – Drawer/Photographer

JULIA DROUHIN Hobart Tasmania – Sound Artist

GLEN DUNN Hobart Tasmania – Drawer

JONY EASTERBY Wales UK – Filmmaker/Performance Artist

RICKY EAVES Burnie Tasmania – Photographer

INGO FARIN Blackmans Bay Tasmania – Writer/Academic

NIGEL FARLEY Hobart Tasmania – Sound Artist

CHRIS FORTESQUE Austria/Australia – Photographer

DIANE FOSTER
FOSTER Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker
DIANE

LINDA FREDHEIM Hobart Tasmania – Furniture Designer

LISA GARLAND Burnie Tasmania – Photographer

DOMINIKA GLOGOWSKI Austria – Curator

SARAH GOFFMAN New South Wales – Sculptor

JULIE GOUGH Hobart Tasmania – Sculptor

PETER GOULDTHORPE Hobart Tasmania – Painter

TERRI HALL Swansea Tasmania – Textile Artist/Drawer

STUART HAUGHTON Hobart Tasmania – Furniture Designer

PETE HAY Hobart Tasmania – Writer

CATHERINE HEHIR Ireland – Printmaker

GRAEME HETHERINGTON Hobart Tasmania – Poet

BRIDGET HILLEBRAND Victoria – Printmaker

KIT HILLER Wynyard Tasmania – Painter/Printmaker

NAOMI HOWARD Murdunna Tasmania – Painter

PAT HULL (1921-2011) Queenstown Tasmania – Painter

PAUL JENKINS Tasmania/Queensland Arts Administrator

IONA JOHNSON Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

RUTH JOHNSTONE Victoria – Printmaker

SEAN KELLY Hobart Tasmania – Gallery Director

SOLANGE MEGIER France – Singer

MARINE KY Cambodia – Printmaker/Installation

DI MASTERS Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

TRISTRAM MILLER New South Wales – Photographer

VINCE MCGRATH (1946-2012) Launceston Tasmania – Ceramist

DENISE MITCHELL Queenstown Tasmania Painter

BOB MCMAHON (1950-2013) Tasmania – Writer

HEATHER & IVAN MORISON Wales UK – Sculptors
ROBERT MORRIS-NUNN Hobart Tasmania – Architect
WENDY MORROW Hobart Tasmania – Dancer
NADIA MURPHY Queenstown Tasmania – Printmaker
MICHAEL MURUSTE Burnie Tasmania – Painter
LEONIE OAKES Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker/Sculptor
TOM O’BRIEN ‘OBIE’ West Ridgley Tasmania – Painter/Drawer
TOM O’HERN Hobart Tasmania – Painter/Drawer
JOH OSBORNE Queenstown Tasmania – Painter

JULIE PAYNE Hobart Tasmania – Architect/Artist

JESSIE PANGAS Ulverstone Tasmania – Painter/Printmaker

SUE PEDLEY Sydney – Installation Artist
LINDA PERSSON London UK – Sculptor
SANDRA PETERSON Launceston Tasmania – Painter
JUSTY PHILLIPS Hobart Tasmania – Installation artist
SUE PICKERING Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

EDWINA POWELL Scotsdale Tasmania – Printmaker

BRITTA POLLMULLER UK/New Zealand – Painter/Filmmaker

MARK PRICORP Queenstown Tasmania – Photographer

ELLIE RAY Devonport Tasmania – Photographer

STUART PURVES Victoria – Gallery Director

JEN RENDELL London – Architect/Historian/Critic
TONY RICHARDSON Franklin Tasmania – Painter
WILLIA
WIL
LIAM
M RITCHIE
RITCHIE
RITC
HIE Canada – Graphic
Graphic
p
WILLIAM
Artist/Printmaker

LUCIA ROSSI France/Melbourne/Tasmania – Photographer

ANNA ROBERTS Strahan Tasmania – Printmaker

TROY RUFFELS Forth Tasmania – Printmaker/Photographer

GARY SAUER-THOMPSON Adelaide – Photographe

THOMAS RYAN Launceston Tasmania – Photographer

MICHAEL SCHLITZ Franklin Tasmania – Printmaker

IAN WESTACOTT Australia/Scotland UK – Printmaker

JOCK YOUNG Hobart Tasmania – Painter

JANINE WRIGHT Northern Territory – Filmmaker

HELEN WRIGHT Hobart Tasmania – Painter/Printmaker

MARGARET WOODWARD Hobart Tasmania – Artist/Arts Educator

JOHN WOLSELEY Victoria – Painter/Printmaker

CHRIS WILSON Strahan Tasmania – Drawer

PETER WILLMOTT (1946-2011) Hobart Tasmania – Architect

MATT WILLIAMS Hobart Tasmania – Architect

ARNOLD WEIDINGER Hobart Tasmania – Painter

ELIZABETH WECKES Germany – Painter

BRIDGETTE WATTS Launceston Tasmania – Printmaker

ELIZABETH WALSH Hobart Tasmania – Ten Days Festival Director

ANNE WALLEY Devonport Tasmania – Printmaker

ANNETTE VAN BETLEHEM Queenstown Tasamania – Painter

TRAVIS TIDDY Hobart Tasmania – Arts Administrator/Graphic Designer

JULIAN THOMPSON Queensland – Painter

DANIEL THOMAS Hawley Beach Tasmania – Curator/Gallery Director

SUE JANE TAYLOR Scotland – Drawer/Printmaker

KITTY TAYLOR Launceston Tasmania – Photographer

IVAN STRINGER Queenstown Tasmania – Painter/Sculptor

KEITH STREAMES Victoria – Architect

GERDA STEINER Switzerland – Installation artist

VERONICA STEANE Hobart Tasmania – Printmaker

ROBYNN SMITH California USA – Printmaker

MELISSA SMITH Launceston Tasmania – Printmaker

HEATHER SHIMMEN Victoria – Printmaker

MARTIN SERCOMBE UK/New Zealand – Filmmaker/Photographer

BUTI SELLO Queenstown Tasmania – Musician

MARY SELLBACH Launceston Tasmania – Drawing

LINDSAY SEERS London UK – Performance Artist/Filmmaker/Sculptor

ILONA SCHNEIDER Blackmans Bay Tasmania – Photographer
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Artist

Event

Title

Medium

Date

Artist

Event

2006

Annette van Betlehem

Exhibition

Impressio

Painting

April

Raymond Arnold

Workshop

2007

Raymond Arnold

Workshop

Printmaking

February

William Ritchie (Newfoundland)

Exhibition

The Wildest Place
West Coast Pioneer Museum, Zeehan

Drawings / Prints

March / April

Painting Women

Painting

March

Women Painters
TLAW Local Connections

Painting

August

Helena Demczuk

2008

Bev Cannell, Pat Hull,
Christine Hiller, Carlene Vickers,
Annette van Betlehem,
Maxine Brown, Chris Wilson,
Wendy Brewer

Exhibition

Ian Westacott (Scotland/Australia)

Residency

Printmaking

September

Martin Sercombe & Britta Polmuller
(England/NZ)

Residency

Filmmaking

December

Arnold Weidinger

Exhibition

The Bridge/Spanning 50 years of Painting

Painting

Ivan Stringer

Exhibition

Land of Fire and Rain

Photography

March / April

Raymond Arnold

Exhibition

Western Mountain Ecology Paintings

Painting

April / May

Sue Jane Taylor (Scotland)

2009

2010

2011

Residency

Gerda Steiner &
Hans Jorg Lenzlinger (Switzerland)

Residency

Pat Hull

Exhibition

Drawing

Installation

West Coast Paintings

Painting

August

Exhibition

Psycho Geographers
Touring to Arts Tasmania’s 146 Gallery,
Hobart

Painting

October

Prints

Nov/December

Astrid de la Forest (France)

Residency

Heather & Ivan Morison (Wales)

Collaboration

Working on Mr Clevver puppet theatre
project under the auspices of CAST and
Ten Days Festival

Installation

December / April

Lindsay Seers (England)

Collaboration

Working on Dis-covery a project initiated
by Salamanca Art Centre as part of Ten
Days Festival

Installation

December / April

Exhibition

Osmosis – Tasmanian female artists

Painting

January / February

Jony Easterby (Wales)

Collaboration

Working in Queenstown prior to the
installation of Power Plant for Ten Days
Festival

Installation

February

Jill Davis

Workshop

GAIA Prints

Printmaking

February

Yannick Demmerle (France)

Exhibition

Drawing

February / March

Nadia Murphy

Exhibition

Prints

February / March

Residency

January / February

Iona Johnson

Workshop

Under the Cover of Darkness

Printmaking

March

Julian Thompson

Exhibition

Aerial paintings

Painting

April

Raymond Arnold

Workshop

Cross Hatched and Matted Black

Printmaking

March / April

Sara Maher

Residency

Ink and pigment impressions

Printmaking

May /June

Denise Campbell

Workshop

Cartographic Prints

Printmaking

June

Raymond Arnold, Helena Demczuk,
Yannick Demmerle, Nadia Murphy,
Joh Osborne, Anna Mieke Roberts,
Ivan Stringer

Exhibition

In Suspect Terrain
Burnie Regional Art Gallery

Painting / Drawing

October /December

The Vale of Belvoir

Painting

February / March

Installation

February

Prints

February / March

Raymond Arnold

Workshop

Landscape Prints

Printmaking

March

Helena Demczuk

Exhibition

Festival of Colours

Painting

March /April

Bill Dean

Exhibition

Amongst Stone

Painting

May

Sue Jane Taylor (Scotland)

Exhibition

Mineworks
West Coast Pioneer Museum, Zeehan

Drawing

March /April

Elizabeth Weckes (Germany)

Residency

Painting / Drawing

June / July

J H Robinson (1883-1953)

Exhibition

Photography

October

Q Photographs

Painting

Residency

A Survey Exhibition of Western Tasmania
Landscape

Exhibition

Psycho Geographers
Touring to SPACE Gallery, Launceston

Sue Pedley

Exhibition

Brett Martin

Photography

January / February

2012

Lorraine Biggs & Leila Meleisea

Exhibition

Ruth Johnstone

Residency

Jackie Dewe Mathews (England)

Residency

Jude Abell

Residency

Gary Sauer-Thompson

Residency

Photography

February

Workshop

I Am a House

Printmaking

February

Anna Meike Roberts &
Maxine Brown

Exhibition

Jude Abell
Joh Osborne

Exhibition

Dinosaur Country

Painting

February / March

Raymond Arnold

Exhibition

Robynn Smith (USA)

Residence
Exhibition

Bridget Hillebrand

Workshop

Kit Hiller

Workshop

Painted Faces

Painting

March

Elizabeth Weckes (Germany)

Exhibition

Lake Margaret and Painted Moraine

Painting / Drawing

April / May

Heather & Ivan Morison (Wales)

Residency

Mr Clevver Project

Installation

Cath Chick

Workshop

Raymond Arnold, Bill Dean,
Exhibition
Helena Demczuk, Joh Osborne,
Ivan Stringer, Annette van Betlehem

Date
June

Julian Cooper (England)

January

Fern Tree Printmakers

Mud, Mining and Mirth
Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery touring
exhibition

Medium
Printmaking

Exhibition

February / March

May / June

Title
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Road Kill

Sculpture / Taxidermy May

Psycho Geographers & Geoparks –
Six Queenstown Painters
A Queenstown Heritage & Arts Festival
exhibition

Painting

May / June

37

Anne Walley, Michael Schlitz,
Workshop
Robynn Smith, Nadia Murphy,
Sandra Starkey Simon,
Bridgette Hillebrand, Raymond Arnold

February
Painting

March / April

February

A Search for Material Transformation

The Pale Show of Life

April / May
Prints / Watercolours

April / May

Paintings

June

Prints

June

New Topographics

Printmaking

June

GeoPrint

Printmaking

June

2013

2014

2015

Artist

Event

Medium

Date

Ruth Johnstone

Residency

Installation

June / July

Tim Chatwin

Residency

Painting

June / July

Dominika Glowgoski (Austria)

Research

Tim Chatwin, Julian Cooper
(England),
Dr Ruth Johnstone, Jan Senbergs

Exhibitions

Prawat Laucheroen (USA),
Catherine Hehir (Ireland),
Steve Lovett (NZ), Antonia Aitkin,
Martin King, Troy Ruffels

Residency

Carol Maney

Exhibition

Title

The Unconformity Exhibitions
A four part exhibition as part of the
Queenstown Heritage and Arts Festival

Temporary Residency 4

Curator / Consultant

September

Mixed media

October

Mixed media

NOTES

LANDSCAPE AS DEPTH

THE LARQ EFFECT

Jill Davis

Jane Deeth

Richard Kenton Webb’s colour
theories and experiments are in
‘Drawing as a Way of Thinking’.
Exhibition catalogue Landscape
as Discourse, published by LARQ
(2015).

Adapted from an article originally
published in as ‘A mining town
reframes: Raymond Arnold and
the LARQ Project’, Artlink, vol 33,
no 4, 2013.

ALL THINGS MUST PASS
Brett Martin
1 Fernand Braudel: The Mediterranean
and the Mediterranean World in the
Age of Philip II, 1973
2 Wallace Stevens: A Clear Day and
No Memories, 1955
3 Ibid
4 Ibid

March

5 Victor Brombert: Musings on
Mortality, 2013

A Wild Place

Photography

April / May
April / May

Lisa Garland

Exhibition

My Art is Documentary

Photography

Chris Wilson

Exhibition

Geolandscaper

Drawing

May / June

Anne Walley, Michael Schlitz,
Exhibition
Robynn Smith, Nadia Murphy,
Sandra Starkey Simon,
Bridgette Hillebrand, Raymond Arnold

Geoprints

Prints

June / July

Leonie Oakes & Heather Shimmen

Workshop

Looking for Marion – Print Workshop

Printmaking

July

Richard Kenton Webb (England)

Residency

Code Yellow

Painting / Drawing

March / April

Helen Wright

Workshop

Water Droplets on a Bird’s Wing

Printmaking

April

Alan Young

Exhibition

Extra Sensory

Painting

May / June

Jamie Daft

Exhibition

Mind’s Worlds

Painting

May / June

Joh Osborne

Exhibition

Paint Ecology

Painting

July / August

Helena Demczuk

Exhibition

Respect

Painting

July / August

Sandra Petersen

Residency

Brett Martin
Leonie Oakes & Heather Shimmen

Book Launch
Exhibition

Looking for Marion
Queenstown Heritage and Arts Festival

Writing
Prints

October

Lisa Garland

Exhibition

Verisimilitude
Queenstown Heritage and Arts Festival

Photography

October

Women Artists

Exhibition

Painting
Material Girl
Tasmanian Regional Arts touring exhibition

Jill Davis

Exhibition

Sub/terraneaously

Drawings

February / March

Sandra Petersen

Exhibition

Nature Paintings
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All the images within this publication are either
by Helena Demczuk or Raymond Arnold except for:
Pg 3 – Penghana image, courtesy of The Gallery Museum,
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Naomi Howard LARQ Hunter Street Gallery Queenstown, 2012, acrylic on cotton,
ton, 51 cm x 61cm

